SETTING UP YOUR PEARSON TEACHER ACCOUNT

This school year, teachers will have access to many on-line resources to support our Investigations curriculum. In order to access these resources, including the electronic versions of the Student Activity Books, teachers will need to create a classroom account. Please follow the directions below.

1. Go to Pearson Successnet website:  
   https://www.pearsonsuccessnet.com/snpapp/login/login.jsp?showLoginPage=true

2. On the log-in page you will need to click register if you have never created an individual class account before. The universal log in for Madison Math is now deactivated.

3. You will be asked to enter an access code. Choose the grade level below:
   a. Teacher Resources – Gr. K  SFIVTR08NTEN0KB
   b. Teacher Resources – Gr. 1  SFIVTR08NTEN01B
   c. Teacher Resources – Gr. 2  SFIVTR08NTEN02B
   d. Teacher Resources – Gr. 3  SFIVTR08NTEN03B
   e. Teacher Resources – Gr. 4  SFIVTR08NTEN04B
   f. Teacher Resources – Gr. 5  SFIVTR08NTEN05B

4. Continue to set up your classroom account by entering your school zip code and scrolling to select your school.

5. Complete the form with user name and password. I suggest your e-mail as your user name.

6. Once your general account is set up you will need to exit and log back in with your new password in order to see resources.

7. Exit and log back into Pearson Successnet website:  
   https://www.pearsonsuccessnet.com/snpapp/login/login.jsp?showLoginPage=true

8. Select MY ACCOUNT at the top right of the page.

9. Select MANAGE PRODUCTS at the bottom right of your list.

10. Repeat this step to add student level resources:
    a. Student Math Handbook – Gr. K  SFIVSR08NTEN0KB
    b. Student Math Handbook – Gr. 1  SFIVSR08NTEN01B
    c. Student Math Handbook – Gr. 2  SFIVSR08NTEN02B
    d. Student Math Handbook – Gr. 3  SFIVSR08NTEN03B
    e. Student Math Handbook – Gr. 4  SFIVSR08NTEN04B
    f. Student Math Handbook – Gr. 5  SFIVSR08NTEN05B

TO ACCESS ELECTRONIC ENGLISH STUDENT ACTIVITY BOOKS:

11. These directions and codes are limited to one per classroom. All staff supporting one classroom will need to share one account. These are licensed and therefore limited as assigned by number of students at each grade level at each school. If you support a classroom, you are able to access these books through a shared account only. You may even want to have one per grade level in order to allow maximum access. The electronic version of the Spanish Student Activity Book is not yet available. Therefore, the Spanish Student Activity Books have been ordered in print and bound paper copy and should be delivered directly to your schools. **SINCE THES LICENSES ARE LIMITED, PRINCIPALS AND IRTS ARE ISSUING THESE NUMBERS. They cannot be openly posted. Contact your principal, IRT or District math IRT Kerry Motoviloff kmotoviloff@madison.k12.wi.us to request the codes for Student Activity Books.

12. You will again need to log out and reenter the site prior to seeing the added resource.

13. Questions? E-mail kmotoviloff@madison.k12.wi.us. Teachers will be receiving additional information to support their understanding and use of these electronic resources in September.